(cf. [7, 8] ) Recently, J. Jacod [1] got a necessary and sufficient condition for the convergence in law of counting processes in terms of their compensators.
In this paper, we use the similar method in an attempt to improve and extend the result in [1] (1). Xn ==~ X in (~, p) and holds; (2) . Xn ~ X in (~, fi);
( T n i , a r c t a n ( 0 3 B E n i ) T n i + 1 ) ĩ 0 ~ ( T i , a r c t a n ( 0 3 B E i ) T i + 1 ) ĩ 0 i n ( [ 0 , ] R ) Z + .
Proof. Because of [10] , it follows that (1) ( i i ) . { ( T n i , a r c t a n ( 0 3 B E n i ) T n i + 1 ) 0 ĩ k } i s 0 ( k ) -t i g h t ;
(iii). Proof. It is easy to see that (iii) implies (iv), and the proof is complete. , 3 the last inequality is due to the continuity of 9 on and the compactness of (~ (N, p) Applying (4.7) gives that {jC(X"(0))} is Now, suppose inductively that {:C(X" (9) (4.17) u, p) (a).
, q ~ § (b). n ~ T, X n ~ X ; (c). Vi, take Tn = T = Es , ~ X .
